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Infuse your next event with excitement as our expert speakers 
share innovative new ideas around a better way of working.

keynotes

, 

The Energy Project speakers have addressed 
the following audiences:

Outstanding, rejuvenating, 
enlightening and exhilarating. My 
management staff got skills and 
practices they will incorporate into 
their daily work habits.

David Furman, 
Executive Vice President,  
Wells Fargo



Annie Perrin
Senior Vice President, 
Faculty & Content  

Our 60-minute keynote is an introduction to 
the key ideas. Demand in our lives is 
increasing relentlessly. Our capacity isn't 
keeping pace. The way we're working isn't
working. We’re trying to operate in the 
same way that computers do: continuously, 
at high speeds, for long periods of time, 
running multiple programs at the same time.

It's a prescription for failure. Human beings 
are designed to pulse. We're at our best 
when we move between periods of 
expending energy and intermittently 
renewing our energy. The better we manage 
our energy, the more value we're capable of 
creating.

You'll walk out of this talk with:

A scientifically-based paradigm for how 
to work (and live) in a way that is more 
productive and more satisfying.

A clear understanding of the four energy 
dimensions you need to fuel in order to 
perform at your best.

A sense of how well you are currently 
managing your personal energy, and the 
areas you need to improve.

The secret to regularly renewing your 
energy even when demand is high and 
time is scarce.

Our 90-minute keynote includes all the 
material from the 60-minute, with a deeper 
dive into the power of positive emotions in 
focus, performance, communication, and 
satisfaction. 

Emotions largely run our lives – often outside 
our conscious awareness. By becoming more 
aware of our feelings and learning how to 
purposefully move between high positive and 
low positive emotion, we can build resilience 
in the face of intense demand. 

In addition to what you get in the 60-minute 
keynote, you’ll walk out of this talk with:
 

An understanding of how to take more 
control of your emotions by being aware of 
how you feel at any given time. 

Clarity around the characteristics of the 
"Performance Zone" and what pushes us 
into the "Survival Zone."

Strategies for getting out of the Survival 
Zone and into the Performance Zone, 
where you’re most engaged, most 
productive, and do your best work. 

60 minute 90 minute

delivery options:

See our speakers at work - go to 
http://theenergyproject.com/solutions
#solution-speaking  to see clips from 
their keynotes and learn more.


